For a finite collection of planes, we consider the problem of recovering the solenoidal part of a vector (symmetric second rank tensor) field on R 3 from ray integrals known over all lines parallel to one of the planes. Two different planes are sufficient for the uniqueness in the case of vector fields, but three planes in the general position are needed for the stable reconstruction. In the case of symmetric second rank tensor fields, three (six) planes in the general position are needed for the unique (stable) reconstruction. The reconstruction algorithm is presented for each of these cases. The main ingredients of the algorithm are the 3D Fourier transform and multiple application of the 2D back-projection operator.
Introduction
The ray transform (also called the x-ray transform) I on R 3 maps a vector field f = (f j ) (a symmetric second rank tensor field f = (f jk )) to the function If on the manifold of oriented lines l = {x + tξ | t ∈ R} by the formulas Roughly speaking, this means that s f depends on two arbitrary functions. We are trying to recover two latter unknowns from the unique function If .
If (l) =
Investigation of scalar incomplete data problems is a classical subject of mathematical tomography. There is a big variety of publications on the subject, let us mention the most popular of them [1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 13] . As far as studying incomplete data problems of vector and tensor tomography is concerned, this direction is in its very beginning. To the author's knowledge, there are very few mathematical papers in the direction [9] [10] [11] 14] .
In the latter list, the recent article [3] by Denisjuk should be distinguished where some new ideas have arisen, and many new relations on the ray transform have been discovered. Nevertheless, the author does not completely agree with the following statement presented in the introduction to [3] : 'It is impossible to reconstruct a three-dimensional solenoidal vector field with slice-by-slice reconstruction like in computer tomography'.
Denisjuk [3] studies mostly the case of a submanifold M 3 ⊂ L 4 consisting of lines intersecting a given curve. In the present paper, the submanifold M 3 is always determined by a finite collection of planes. Namely, for a two-dimensional vector subspace (plane) π ⊂ R 3 , let M 3 (π ) by the manifold of all lines in R 3 parallel to π . For a finite set {π 1 , . . . , π N } of planes, we set
From an engineer's viewpoint, Denisjuk in [3] studies mathematical aspects of the conebeam scheme of tomographic measurements, while we consider mathematical questions of the parallel-beam scheme in the present paper. Sure, there is some mathematical difference between these two problems. However, the choice of a measurement scheme belongs always to an engineer designing hardware. Mathematics must be adopted to applications, not vice versa. The cone-beam scheme is typical in x-ray tomography since an x-ray source eliminates to a rather large solid angle. In optical tomography with laser sources, the parallel beam scheme is more common and in many cases the only possible. In particular, the latter statement is true in photoelasticity, where polarized light is used [6] , because the source and receiver equipment is too complicated to be moved along a curve.
Our approach to the problem with data on manifold (1.1) is very elementary and can be explained in a couple of paragraphs. Let us now discuss the case of a vector field f , the tensor case is quite similar. We start with considering the data If | M 3 (π) for one plane. We project f onto every plane parallel to π and apply a slice-by-slice reconstruction to these 2D vector fields. This reconstruction procedure actually coincides, up to nonrelevant details, with the classical method of inverting the 2D Radon transform: application of the back-projection operator followed by a power of the Laplacian. After passing to Fourier images, the result can be written as
where λ π is some scalar function that has been effectively recovered from the data If | M 3 (π) in the slice-by-slice reconstruction and τ π is a pure algebraic linear operator. The geometrical meaning of τ π is explained as follows. Let us think on s f as a section of the trivial vector bundle
Then τ π is the orthogonal projection onto the one-dimensional subbundle whose fibers are tangent lines to circles in R 3 which are parallel to π and centered on the line l π that goes through the origin orthogonally to π . We call τ π s f the π -tangential component of the field s f .
Of course, one scalar equation (1.2) is not enough for determining the vector field s f . We use several planes {π 1 , . . . , π N } to obtain the system τ π j s f = λ π j (1 j N) (1.3) of linear algebraic equations. How many planes are needed to recover s f ? The question turns out to be non-trivial even in the case of vector fields on R 3 . Two arbitrary different planes are sufficient for the unique reconstruction of the solenoidal part s f of a vector field on R 3 . But the reconstruction would possess some instability. The instability has interesting specifics and can be completely described. For example, let us consider the simplest case of two coordinate planes π 1 = {x 1 = 0} and π 2 = {x 2 = 0} with respect to Cartesian coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ). The component s f 3 can be stably reconstructed (with respect to the L 2 -norm), while some instability occurs in the reconstruction of s f 1 (y) and s f 2 (y) near the plane {y 3 = 0}. Here y is the Fourier-dual to x variable. The instability is not caused by our method but is peculiar to the problem.
A family of three planes in the general position is sufficient for the stable reconstruction in the case of a vector field on R 3 . Of course, the data If | M 3 (π 1 ,π 2 ,π 3 ) are overdetermined and a consistency condition arises. We present the reconstruction algorithm in a form that takes automatically the consistency condition into account. The precise sense of the latter statement is explained in section 2.5.
In the case of a symmetric second rank tensor field on R 3 , three planes in the general position are sufficient for the uniqueness. For three coordinate planes, components s f jj (1 j 3) are stably recovered, while some instability occurs for mixed components s f jk (j = k). Six planes are needed for the stable reconstruction of s f . In our opinion, unstable algorithms are also of some applied interest. Being well understood, an instability can be compensated by some additional information.
According to previous arguments, four problems are considered in the main part of the paper: two problems for vector fields on R 3 with the data M 3 (π 1 , π 2 ) and M 3 (π 1 , π 2 , π 3 ) respectively, we call them the two-plane problem (2P problem) and 3P problem; and two problems (3P and 6P) for second rank tensor fields on R 3 . Investigation of each problem is concluded by a short summary of the corresponding algorithm. These four algorithms are actually slightly different versions of the same algorithm with two main ingredients: the 3D Fourier transform and the multiple application of the 2D back-projection operator. In author's opinion, the algorithm is quite suitable for usage in practical tomography.
We have to mention that the 2P problem for vector fields and the 3P problem for tensor fields are covered by [3, theorem 4.2] which gives the uniqueness statement and leads to some reconstruction algorithm. The author believes that, being written down explicitly, the algorithm coincides with our one. But stability properties of the reconstruction do not follow immediately from [3, theorem 4.2] .
Probably, some experts in Doppler tomography are interested in the case of vector fields only and do not want to study the case of tensor fields which is technically more complicated. Taking interests of such readers into account, the main part of the paper consists of two big sections. Section 2 treats vector fields on R 3 and does not use any tensor machinery. Section 3 studies second rank tensor fields on R 3 . Unfortunately, some duplications are unavoidable in such presentation. Main definitions of section 2 are then reproduced in section 3 in a little bit more general setting.
The paper is addressed first of all to applied mathematicians and engineers working on designing tomographic software. Therefore all main results are presented as explicitly as possible. To this end we restrict ourselves to considering a special family of planes in each problem. In the 6P problem, for example, we choose the family consisting of three coordinate planes and three bisecting planes between coordinate ones. The algebraic structure of system (1.3) for N = 6 is the same for any generic family of six planes. But the explicit solution to the system is very cumbersome, if possible, in the general case.
The paper is also restricted to considering C ∞ -smooth fields rapidly decaying at infinity. But this restriction is caused by room limitations only. The case of fields of less regularity is of a great applied interest as well. The author believes that the approach can be generalized in this direction. Indeed, the ray transform I admits extensions to the space of compactly supported field distributions and to the L 2 space, as is shown in [12, sections 2.5 and 2.15]. In the latter case, the Fubini theorem allows us to consider 2D slices of a field f ∈ L 2 for almost all planes. The only problem is about applying Laplacian powers to the slices. Most probably, some restrictions on the behavior off near coordinate lines should be imposed to make sense to the algorithm.
Starting this work, the author intended to solve the problem in the case of symmetric tensor fields of rank m on R n for arbitrary m 1 and n 3. But he has realized soon that the general case is of a pure mathematical interest, since the complexity of the algorithm grows very fast with m and n. Vector fields and second rank tensor fields are enough for the most of applications. Therefore, for the general case, we only mention a couple of open questions in the following two paragraphs.
Let N unique (m, n) be the minimal number of planes in (1.1) needed for the unique reconstruction in the case of rank m symmetric tensor fields on R n and N stable (m, n) be the minimal number of planes for the stable reconstruction. The natural conjecture on the first number is
be the dimension of the space S m C n of rank m tensors on C n . A rank m tensor field f is determined by If uniquely up to a potential field, the latter depends on an arbitrary field of rank m − 1. Therefore the solenoidal part It is also proved that
In the general case, author's conjecture is that N stable (m, n) coincides with the number of linearly independent components of the corresponding Saint Venant operator. The Saint Venant operator R serves as one of main tools in Denisjuk's approach. In particular, [3, theorem 2.5] gives an explicit expression of s f through Rf . This is just the basis of our latter conjecture. The Saint Venant operator is not used in the main part of the present paper. Nevertheless, the operator stands behind our approach.
The author is grateful to W R Lionheart for posing a question on the truncated transverse ray transform. The latter integral geometry operator plays a crucial role in photoelasticity. Trying to answer the question, the author has discovered the approach that is the main subject of the present paper. But Lionheart's initial question is not completely answered yet.
Vector fields on R 3 (Doppler tomography problem)
Here, we study 2P and 3P problems for vector fields on R 3 . In both the cases, planes of family (1.1) are chosen to be coordinate planes. We start with basic definitions for vector fields on R n for arbitrary n. But only the cases n = 2 and n = 3 will be considered in the main part of the section.
Basic definitions
We consider R n as the Euclidean vector space with the standard scalar product ·, · and norm | · |. The standard basis (e 1 , . . . , e n ) of R n consists of e j = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with 1 on the j th position. Since we are going to use the Fourier transform, R n is considered as the real part of C n ; the scalar product is extended to the Hermitian product on C n which is again denoted by ·, · .
Let us recall the definition of the Schwartz space S(R n ) of smooth rapidly decaying functions. The space consists of (complex-
Let S(R n ; C n ) be the Schwartz space of C n -valued functions on R n . Elements of the space are smooth rapidly decaying (complex-valued) vector fields on R n . With respect to the standard basis, such a vector field f ∈ S(R n ; C n ) is written as a sequence
The family of oriented lines in R n is parameterized by points of the manifold
that is the tangent bundle of the unit sphere
for all multi-indices α, β and integers k 0. To make sense to partial derivatives on the latter formula, the function ϕ is assumed to be extended to a neighborhood of T S n−1 in R 2n in such a way that ϕ(tξ, x) = ϕ(ξ, x) for t > 0 and ϕ(ξ, x + tξ ) = ϕ(ξ, x) for t ∈ R.
The ray transform is the linear operator I :
A vector field f ∈ S(R n ; C n ) can be uniquely represented as
with a vector field
f is called the solenoidal part of the vector field f , while ∇v is the potential part of f . Applying the Fourier transform to (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain
By [12, theorem 2.6.2], the vector field s f (y) is C ∞ smooth at y = 0, bounded on R n , and rapidly decaying as |y| → ∞. However, s f does not belong to the Schwartz space in the general case because some derivatives of the field can be singular at y = 0.
The ray transform of a potential field is identically equal to zero:
, we can hope to recover the solenoidal part s f only. The following two subsections contain some algebraic preliminaries needed for the sliceby-slice reconstruction.
The tangential part of a vector field
Let g ∈ C ∞ (R n ; C n ). Given a point 0 = y ∈ R n , the vector g(y) is uniquely represented as
with a vector (T g)(y) ∈ C n and scalar a(y) ∈ C. The vector field T g is called the tangential part of g while ay is the radial part. The names are chosen because the vector (T g)(y 0 ) is tangent to the sphere {y ∈ R n | |y| = |y 0 |}. We have thus defined the linear operator T :
It is a pure algebraic operator, i.e., the value (T g)(y) depends on g(y) only. The dependence is expressed by the explicit formula
3) with (2.4), we see that the Fourier transform interweaves the solenoidal and tangential parts, i.e.,
In the 2D case, the tangential part of a vector field can be described by one scalar function.
The function can be explicitly expressed either through T g
or through the initial field g
The function τg is called the tangential component of the 2D vector field g. We emphasize the difference between the terms 'tangential part' and 'tangential component': the tangential part of a vector field is again a vector field, while the tangential component is a scalar function. Another important difference between τg and T g is that the function τg belongs to C ∞ (R 2 ) as is seen from (2.8), while the field T g has a singularity at y = 0 in the general case. The singularity is caused only by the factor |y| −2 on (2.6). We have thus defined the linear operator
as is seen from (2.7) and (2.8). Together with (2.5), this gives
2D slices of a 3D vector field
, the field S (j ) g can be considered either as the 3D vector field on R 3 with zero j th component,
or as the element of the space C ∞ (R 3 ; C 2 ), i.e., as the 2D vector field (S (j ) g)(y j ) = (g j +1 , g j +2 ) on the (y j +1 , y j +2 ) plane smoothly depending on the parameter y j . Indices are reduced modulo 3 in last two formulas and similar formulas below. The 2D vector field (S (j ) g)(z) is called the slice of g by the plane {y j = z}. In the same way slices by an arbitrary plane can be defined, but we will use only planes parallel to coordinate ones in the current section.
For g ∈ C ∞ (R 3 ; C 3 ), the tangential component of the 2D vector field S (j ) g will be denoted by τ (j ) g, i.e.,
The explicit formula for τ (j ) follows from (2.8)
Using notations like τ (j ) , we follow the agreement that is quite common in tensor calculus: the index j is taken into parentheses in a (j ) to emphasize that a (j ) is not considered as a component of any vector. But sometimes the viewpoint can be switched and the notation a (j ) can be replaced with a j to emphasize that it is the j th component of a vector a. For example, we can combine three scalar operators (2.12) to one vector-valued operator (1) , τ (2) , τ (3) ) :
The latter operator has the obvious geometric sense: (τg)(y) = y × g(y), as follows from (2.13). Hereafter × is the vector product. Given f ∈ S(R 3 ; C 3 ), we apply formula (2.5) to the slice (S (j ) f )(x j ) and obtain
where F (j ) is the 2D Fourier transform from the variables (x j +1 , x j +2 ) to (y j +1 , y j +2 ). Then we apply the one-dimensional Fourier transform F x j →y j to the last formula
The operator T on the (y j +1 , y j +2 ) plane commutes with F x j →y j since coefficients of T are independent of x j . Therefore the last formula takes the form
where ∧ stands for the 3D Fourier transform. Being a linear operator with constant coefficients, the projection S (j ) commutes with the Fourier transform. Therefore the last formula can be written as
Apply formula (2.9) to the slice S (j )f (y j ):
Together with (2.14), this gives
We can replacef with s f on the right-hand side of this formula. Indeed, by (2.10) and (2.5),
(2.15)
Applying the operator τ to equation (2.14) and using the equalities τ T S (j ) = τ S (j ) = τ (j ) , we obtain the main formula of this subsection
Inversion of the ray transform on 2D vector fields
The ray transform is expressed in these coordinates as
, the procedure of reconstructing s f from the data If (θ, s) is presented by [12, formula (2.12.11)] and can be described as follows. We determine the vector field
and set
Let us rewrite (2.18) and (2.19) in terms of the tangential component
which determines s f uniquely since s f (y), y = 0. Two last formulas imply
As follows from (2.18),
Introducing the back-projection operator B :
we write the previous formula in the form
where ϕ = ∂ϕ/∂s. Apply the Fourier transform to the last equation
Substituting this expression into (2.21), we obtain the final formula
Application of the Fourier transform to (2.23) needs some justification. Given ϕ ∈ S(S 1 × R), the function Bϕ is C ∞ smooth and bounded on R 2 , as is seen from (2.22). Therefore Bϕ can be considered as a tempered distribution and (2.24) is valid at least in the distribution sense. The left-hand side of (2.24) belongs to S(R 2 ) and vanishes at the origin, as is seen from (2.20). Formula (2.24) implies now that the function Bϕ is C ∞ smooth at y = 0, bounded on R 2 , and rapidly decaying as |y| → ∞. Therefore (2.24) holds in the classical sense.
Let us emphasize the analogy between (2.24) and one of the classical inversion formulas for the 2D Radon transform. In the same coordinates (θ, s), the Radon transform R of a scalar function f ∈ S(R 2 ) is defined by
By [7, theorem 3 .1], the following inversion formula is valid: f =
The principal difference between (2.24) and (2.25) is that the operator |y|FB is applied in (2.24) to the function ϕ that does not belong to the range of the Radon transform. The operator 1 2 (− ) 1/2 B is the left inverse for R but is not the right inverse. Therefore (2.24) does not imply automatically that other inversion procedures for the Radon transform can be applied to vector fields.
The alternative to (2.24) procedure of evaluating the function τ s f is presented by formulas (2.18)-(2.20). Unlike (2.24), formulas (2.18)-(2.20) do not involve explicitly any differentiation. This feature can be important in the numerical realization of the procedure because a numerical differentiation causes some instability in the presence of a noise in data.
3D problem
Let us remind that the submanifold M 3 (π ) ⊂ T S 2 was defined in the introduction for any plane π ⊂ R 3 . Here, we use coordinate planes
such that ξ = cos θe j +1 + sin θe j +2 and x = s(−sin θe j +1 + cos θe j +2 ) + ze j , where (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) is the standard basis. Let S(S 1 × R 2 ) be the Schwartz space of C ∞ -smooth functions of variables (θ, s, z) ∈ R 3 which are (2π) periodic in θ and rapidly decaying in (s, z) together with all derivatives. For f ∈ S(R 3 ;
is defined in the chosen coordinates by
We consider simultaneously two problems that are referred to as the 2P problem and 3P problem respectively. 2P problem. One has to recover the solenoidal part of a vector field f ∈ S(R 3 ; C 3 ) given two functions I (1) f and I (2) f .
3P problem.
One has to recover the solenoidal part of f ∈ S(R 3 ; C 3 ) given three functions I (j ) f (1 j 3) .
Comparing (2.17) and (2.26), we see that
where S (j ) f (x j ) is the j th slice of f . Applying formula (2.24) to the 2D vector field S (j ) f (x j ) and using the last equality, we obtain
where F (j ) is the 2D Fourier transform. Application of the one-dimensional Fourier transform F x j →y j to the last equation gives
where ∧ stands for the 3D Fourier transform. Comparing this formula with (2.16), we arrive to our main equations
with right-hand sides defined by
Given I (j ) f , the function λ (j ) can be effectively reconstructed by formula (2.28). Therefore it is considered as a known function in what follows.
To abbreviate further formulas, let us introduce the notation g = s f . The vector g(y) is orthogonal to y, i.e.,
By (2.13), equations (2.27) are written in coordinates as
30)
In the 2P problem, we are given λ (1) and λ (2) . So, we have to solve system (2.29)-(2.31). The system is uniquely solvable at a generic point y for every functions λ (1) , λ (2) , and the solution is expressed by the explicit formulas
First of all, formulas (2.33) give the uniqueness statement for the 2P problem. Indeed, given the data I (1) f and I (2) f , formulas (2.28) and (2.33) determine g(y) = s f (y) uniquely at almost every point y ∈ R 3 . Therefore s f is uniquely determined by the data. Let us now discuss the stability question for the 2P problem. We are not bothered by the factor |y| −2 on right-hand sides of (2.33) since the field g(y) is not defined at y = 0. But there is also the factor y −1 can cause some instability in the reconstruction of g 1 (y) and g 2 (y) near the plane {y 3 = 0}. We will see later that the instability really happens. There is no such instability for g 3 (y).
In the 3P problem, we are given three functions λ (j ) that can be combined to the vector field λ with the components λ j = λ (j ) . System (2.29)-(2.32) is written in a coordinate-free form as
The system has the solution for every y = 0:
There is no question about stability in the 3P problem. The solvability condition for system (2.34) is λ(y), y = 0.
(2.36)
Since the data I (j ) f (1 j 3) are assumed to be obtained by some measurements, we are actually given some approximate functionsĨ (j ) f that coincide with I (j ) f up to measurement errors. Applying (2.28) toĨ (j ) f , we obtain an approximationλ of the vector field λ. We have to replace the dataλ with some close vector field satisfying the consistency condition (2.36). The tangential part Tλ is the most natural candidate for the consistent approximate data. Because of the obvious relation (Tλ)(y) × y =λ(y) × y, the result can be written asg(y) = |y| −2λ (y) × y. This means that formula (2.35) takes automatically the consistency condition into account.
Summary of the algorithm
For user's convenience, we summarize here all essential steps needed for the numerical realization of our approach.
2P problem. Let two functions ϕ (1) = I (1) f and ϕ (2) = I (2) f be given for a vector field f ∈ S(R 3 ; C 3 ). To reconstruct the solenoidal part s f from the data, one has to implement the following steps. For the 3P problem, the algorithm is the same with the only difference: steps (1)-(3) are implemented for 1 j 3 and formula (2.35) is used on the fourth step.
Let us mention some features of the algorithm. The algorithm involves only one differentiation in the first step which may cause some instability in the presence of a noise in the data. Note that we need the derivatives ϕ (j ) rather than ray integrals ϕ (j ) . Probably, the differentiation can be incorporated into measurements, i.e., the hardware can be designed to measure the derivatives ϕ (j ) . There is also an alternative version of the first two steps which does not involve explicitly a numerical differentiation; see the remark at the end of section 2.4.
The most of the calculations is contained in steps (2), (3) and (5). Actually, the algorithm consists of the multiple evaluation of the 2D back-projection operator and of applying the 3D Fourier transform. The Fourier transform is applied five times in the 2P problem: for evaluating Bϕ (j ) (j = 1, 2) in step (3) and for determining s f j (j = 1, 2, 3) in the final step. The main difference between these two problems is about stability as we will see in the following subsection. For the 2P problem, the algorithm gives the stable reconstruction of s f 3 but involves some instability in reconstructing s f 1 (y) and s f 2 (y) near the plane {y 3 = 0}. The 3P problem is free of such instability.
The main difficulty in the numerical realization of the algorithm is evaluating the Fourier transform Bϕ (j ) in step (3) . Indeed, the function Bϕ (j ) rapidly decays in x j but does not decay rapidly in (x j +1 , x j +2 ). Representing the 3D Fourier transform F as the product F = F x j →y j F (j ) with F (j ) = F (x j +1 ,x j +2 )→(y j +1 ,y j +2 ) , there is no problem with the first factor, but the numerical evaluation of F (j ) [Bϕ (j ) ] is a rather delicate procedure and, probably, it needs some regularization. As we have mentioned at the end of section 2.4, the function Bϕ (j ) (y) is C ∞ smooth at y = 0, bounded, and rapidly decaying as y 2 j +1 + y 2 j +2 → ∞. But this conclusion has been done a posteriori, on the basis of formula (2.24), and is not true for approximate datã ϕ (j ) containing measurement errors.
Stability estimates
We first recall the Plancherel formula for the ray transform of 2D vector fields, see [12, theorem 2.15.1]. The formula gives the stability estimate for the problem of recovering the solenoidal part s f of a vector field f from the complete data If and allows us to extend the ray transform I to the space L 2 (R 2 ; C 2 ) of square integrable vector fields. On using the same coordinates (θ, s) on S 1 × R as above, we define the Fourier transform 
We return to the problem with incomplete data. Quite similar to (2.38) and (2.39), we define the Fourier transform
, the following estimates hold:
.
(2.43)
Also the estimates
hold for every ε > 0.
Before proving the theorem, we give a couple of remarks. The theorem gives the best possible stability estimates for the problem with incomplete data but does not correspond exactly to the above-presented algorithm. Indeed, the derivatives ϕ (j ) = ∂ϕ (j ) /∂s of the functions ϕ (j ) = I (j ) f are used in the algorithm. The norm corresponding to the derivatives is defined by replacing the factor |s| on (2.41) with |s| 2 . The theorem means that, most probably, the half-order derivatives ∂ 1/2 ϕ (j ) /∂s 1/2 may be used instead of ϕ (j ) .
Estimates (2.42) describe the stability in the 3P problem. Together with the Plancherel formula for 3D vector fields, estimates (2.42) 
imply that the norm ϕ H (T S
2 ) is equivalent to the norm
1/2 in the range of the ray transform. Being considered for an arbitrary function ϕ ∈ S(T S 2 ), these norms are not comparable. Estimates (2.43) and (2.44) describe the stability in the 2P problem. They agree with our remarks on the stability in section 2.5.
Proof of theorem 2.1. We apply the Plancherel formula (2.40) to the slice S (j ) f (x j )(1 j 3):
Integrating this equality with respect to x j and using the Plancherel formula for the Fourier transform, we obtain
Estimates (2.42)-(2.44) follow from (2.45) and inequalities
, (2.47)
To prove (2.46)-(2.48), it suffices to demonstrate that
for almost all y ∈ R 3 and
for almost all y ∈ R 3 satisfying |y 3 | ε|y|. We will prove (2.49)-(2.51) for a point y that does not belong to any coordinate plane. With the help of (2.15), estimates (2.49)-(2.51) can be rewritten as Substituting values (2.13) for τ (j ) g(y), we write (2.52) in the form (the argument y is omitted for brevity)
(2.55)
The first part of estimates (2.55) is easily proved with the help of the Schwartz inequality. To prove the second part of estimates (2.55), we observe that
is orthogonal to the unit vector y = y/|y|. Therefore
This proves the second of inequalities (2.55). Let us introduce the functions λ (j ) (y) = τ (j ) Finally, we are going to demonstrate that the stability for the 2P problem given by theorem 2.1 cannot be improved, i.e., the estimate
does not hold uniformly in f ∈ S(R 3 ; C 3 ) for any constant C. To this end, given ε > 0, we will construct a vector field f ∈ S(R 3 ;
< ε for j = 1 and j = 2.
Fix ε satisfying 0 < ε < 1/2 and let B be the open ball of radius ε centered at the point (1, 1, 0) . The inequalities |y 3 | < ε, 
Let f ∈ S(R 3 ; C 3 ) be the inverse Fourier transform of g, i.e.,f = g. In virtue of (2.29), the field f is solenoidal, i.e.,
(2.62) By (2.45),
(2.63)
Taking into account
(2.64) Using (2.13), we obtain from (2.60) τ (1) f (y) = −y 1 y 3 ψ(y), τ (2) f (y) = −y 2 y 3 ψ(y). Substituting these values into (2.64)
With the help of (2.59), last formulas imply
This gives together with (2.63)
Inequalities (2.62) and (2.65) prove the desired statement: the right-hand of (2.58) can be made arbitrarily small together with ε, while the left-hand side is not less than 1/4. Therefore (2.58) does not hold uniformly in f for any constant C.
Second rank tensor fields on R

3
This section follows closely the previous one. Notions introduced in section 2 are used here without definition.
Basic definitions
Let S 2 C n be the complex vector space of symmetric R-bilinear maps R n × R n → C. Elements of the space are (complex-valued) symmetric tensors of second rank on R n . Given a basis  (e 1 , . . . , e n ) of R n , such a tensor f ∈ S 2 C n can be identified with the symmetric n × n matrix (f jk ), f jk = f (e j , e k ). We use only orthonormal bases and, in the most part of the section, we use the standard basis only. So, if otherwise is not stated, a tensor f ∈ S 2 C n is identified with the matrix (f jk ), where f jk = f (e j , e k ) with respect to the standard basis. The scalar product on S 2 C n is defined by f, g = n j,k=1 f jkḡjk and determines the norm |f | 2 = f, f .
Let S(R n ; S 2 C n ) be the Schwartz space of S 2 C n -valued functions on R n . Elements of the space are smooth rapidly decaying second rank symmetric tensor fields on R n . Such a field can be written as f = (f jk (x)) with functions f jk ∈ S(R n ) that are components of f (with respect to the standard basis). The Fourier transform S(R n ;
, f →f is defined componentwise. The ray transform
is defined by
A tensor field f ∈ S(R n ; S 2 C n ) can be uniquely represented as
and a vector field v ∈ C ∞ (R n ; C n ) satisfying v(x) → 0 as |x| → ∞. See [12, theorem 2.6.2] for the proof. The field s f is the solenoidal part of f , while the second term on the right-hand side of (3.2) is the potential part. The ray transform of a potential field is identically equal to zero, i.e., If = I s f . Applying the Fourier transform to (3.2) and (3.3), we obtain
The tensor field s f (y) is C ∞ smooth at y = 0, bounded on R n , and fast decaying as |y| → ∞.
Tangential part of a tensor field
Let g ∈ C ∞ (R n ; S 2 C n ). Given a point 0 = y ∈ R n , the tensor g(y) is uniquely represented as
with a tensor (T g)(y) ∈ S 2 C n and vector a(y) ∈ C n . The tensor field T g is called the tangential part of g, while 1 2 (y j a k + y k a j ) is the radial part. The statement is proved in [12, lemma 2.6.1] where the notation t g is used instead of T g. We have thus defined the linear operator T :
The explicit expression of T g through g can be derived from (3.5) are used for brevity. Exactly as in the case of vector fields, the Fourier transform interweaves the solenoidal and tangential parts, i.e., s f = Tf for f ∈ S(R n ; S 2 C n ). This is seen by comparing (3.4) and (3.5).
In the 2D case, the tangential part of a tensor field can be described by one scalar function. Indeed, the tangential part of a field g ∈ C ∞ (R 2 ; S 2 C 2 ) has three components subordinated to two equations
This implies the existence of a function τg such that the matrix T g can be represented as
The function τg is called the tangential component of the tensor field g. We have thus defined the linear operator τ :
. The function τg can be explicitly expressed either through g (the argument y is omitted for brevity) τg = y 
as follows easily from (3.6).
2D slices of a 3D tensor field
We define the projections S (j ) :
is represented as a symmetric 3 × 3 matrix, then
, the field S (j ) g can be considered either as the 3D tensor field satisfying (S (j ) 
2 ), i.e., as the 2D tensor field
on the (y j +1 , y j +2 ) plane smoothly depending on the parameter y j . The 2D tensor field
is called the slice of g by the plane {y j = z}.
. The explicit formula for τ (j ) follows from (3.8)
This formula can be simplified if g satisfies
Indeed, under the latter condition, the expression in brackets on the right-hand side of (3.10) is equal to y 2 j g jj . Therefore
Formulas (2.14) and (2.16) remain valid for f ∈ S(R 3 ; S 2 C 3 ) together with arguments used for proving these formulas. The following analog of formula (2.15) is proved in the same way:
(3.13)
Inversion of the ray transform on 2D tensor fields
On using the same coordinates (θ, s) on S 1 × R as in section 2.4, the ray transform is written as (3.14)
For f ∈ S(R 2 ; S 2 C 2 ), the procedure of reconstructing s f from the data If (θ, s) is presented by [12, formula (2.12.11)] and can be described as follows. We determine the tensor As is seen from (3.15),
where B is the same back-projection operator as in section 2.4. Two last formulas imply
3P problem
Let π j = {x j = 0} (1 j 3) be coordinate planes in R 3 . Here, we consider the problem of recovering the solenoidal part of a tensor field f ∈ S(R 3 ;
. We arrange the data as the triplet of functions
Comparing (3.14) and (3.20), we see that
where S (j ) f (x j ) is the j th slice of f . Applying formula (3.19) to the 2D tensor field S (j ) f (x j ) and using the last equality, we obtain
where F (j ) is the 2D Fourier transform. Treating this equation like in section 2.5, we obtain
Given the data I (j ) f (1 j 3), the functions λ (j ) are effectively recovered by (3.22) .
To abbreviate further formulas, let us introduce the notation g = s f . The tensor g(y) satisfies equations (3.11) . By (3.10), equations (3.21) are written in the coordinate form as
Thus, we have the system of six linear algebraic equations (3.11) and (3.23) in six unknowns g jk (y) with coefficients depending on y ∈ R 3 . The system is uniquely solvable at a generic point y. Indeed, we first express from (3.11) (the argument y is omitted for brevity)
(1 j 3) (3.24) and substitute these expressions into (3.23)
The last system can be easily solved. For y = 0, system (3.25) has the unique solution given by the formulas
Substituting these values into the right-hand side of (3.24), we find three other components of g: (3) ). (3.27)
Summary of the algorithm for the 3P problem
To reconstruct the solenoidal part s f of a tensor field f ∈ S(R 3 ; S 2 C 3 ) from the data ϕ (j ) = I (j ) f (1 j 3), one has to implement the following steps. Approximately, the same remarks on the algorithm can be done as in section 2.6. In particular, the algorithm gives the stable reconstruction of the components s f jj but involves some instability in reconstructing s f jk (y) (j = k) near the planes {y j = 0} and {y k = 0}. 
Stability estimates for the 3P problem
hold for every tensor field f = (f jk ) ∈ S(R 3 ; S 2 C 3 ). As far as the mixed components
holds for every ε > 0.
The proof below gives some way for calculating values of the constants c and C. We will not do these calculations because they are not easy and, most probably, do not give the sharp values of the constants.
Proof. We will first prove estimates (3.28) and (3.29) and then will mention some minor modification of the same arguments which is needed for deriving (3.30) .
For a 2D tensor field f ∈ S(R 2 ; S 2 C 2 ), the Plancherel formula is written as
, see [12, theorem 2.15.1]. In particular,
Now, given a tensor field f ∈ S(R 3 ; S 2 C 3 ) we apply (3.31) to the 2D slices S (j ) f (x j )(1 j 3):
Integrating these inequalities with respect to x j and using the Plancherel formula for the Fourier transform, we obtain
Estimates (3.28) and (3.29) follow from (3.32) and the inequalities
To prove (3.33) and (3.34) , it suffices to demonstrate that
for almost every y ∈ R 3 . Inequalities (3.35) and (3.36) are proved by pure algebraic arguments. We will prove them for a point y that does not belong to any coordinate plane. Using (3.13), we write (3.35) and (3.36) in the form
where the notation g = s f is used again.
To prove (3.43), we note that (3.11) implies (3.24). Equation (3.24) and inequality (3.44) imply (3.43).
6P problem
Let f ∈ S(R 3 ; S 2 C 3 ). In the 6P problem, the data consist of six functions: the same three functions I (j ) f (1 j 3) as in the 3P problem and three new functions I (12) , e 2 , e 3 ) is the standard basis of R 3 . These functions are defined by I (j,j +1) f (θ, s, z) = If (ξ, x) for ξ j = cos θ/ √ 2, ξ j +1 = −cos θ/ √ 2, ξ j +2 = sin θ,
We will first derive main equations for the function I (12) and denote the components of the tensor field f in new coordinates by f jk (x ). All formulas concerning I (12) f can be obtained from the corresponding formulas for I (1) f by replacing f jk with f jk and by replacing x j with x j . In particular, definition (2.22) of the back-projection operator gives
Bϕ (12) (x) = 1 2π 2π 0 ϕ (12) (θ, −x 2 sin θ + x 3 cos θ, x 1 ) dθ for ϕ (12) = I (12) (12) for ϕ (12) = I (12) f, (3.46) y 3 2 g 22 − 2y 2 y 3 g 23 + y 2 2 g 33 = λ (12) for g = s f . (12) and comparing the first two terms on the left-hand side with (3.23), we obtain (λ (1) + λ (2) − 2λ (12) ).
(3.51)
We use equation (3.51) to transform formula (3.27) for j = 1 to a form that does not contain unstable terms. To this end we derive from (3.23) (1) + λ (2) − 2λ (12) ). Substituting this expression into (3.27), we obtain g 12 = 1 2|y| 2 (λ (1) + λ (2) − 2λ (12) ) − y 1 y 2 |y| 4 (λ (1) + λ (2) + λ (3) ).
The corresponding expressions for g 13 |y| 4 (λ (1) + λ (2) + λ (3) ) (1 j 3). This formula takes automatically the consistency condition into account quite similar to the discussion at the end of section 2.5.
Summary of the algorithm for the 6P problem
To reconstruct the solenoidal part s f of a tensor field f ∈ S(R 3 ; S 2 C 3 ) from the data {ϕ (j ) = I (j ) f, ϕ (j,j +1) = I (j,j +1) f | 1 j 3}, one has to implement the following steps.
(1) Evaluate the functions Bϕ (j ) and Bϕ (j,j +1) (1 j 3) by multiple applying formulas (2.37) and (3.49).
(2) Evaluate Bϕ (j ) with some universal constant C is proved for f ∈ S(R 3 ; S 2 C 3 ) in full analogy with the proof of theorem 2.1.
